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This Report of Work, recorded in Thunder Bay under number 173, 

File 514322 on April 30, 1987, is based on the field work done 

during the last weeks of March and the first days of April, 1987 

on the ice of Metcalfe Lake, Thunder Bay Mining Division.

Bottom sediment samples were taken with the help of a 

relatively new and simple device which can be lowered through a 

six-inch ice auger hole. Before 1985, when we used a square box- 

shaped dredge with spring-loaded jaws, we had to drill two auger 

holes and make four saw cuts for each sample to be taken. The 

new sampler has enabled us to reduce the time devoted to this 

necessary, but unproductive work to about a fifth or a sixth of 

what it was prior to 1985. Where a production of ten samples a 

day used to be the maximum for a two-man team on an 80-cm thick 

ice floor (1983), it is now possible for a single worker to col 

lect 20 to 30 samples a day without further assistance. We feel, 

however, that a two-man team could work more efficiently: less 

time would elapse between the drilling and the sampling, so that 

less fresh ice would form in the holes; moreover, it would become 

possible to move along the survey lines with all the equipment 

needed, as well as with the bagged samples.

As the author had to do the work alone, it became in 
evitable to leave the filled sample bags beside the holes, and in 
some cases this caused complications when, for instance, a hard 
frost followed a mild afternoon and the bags were solidly attached 

to the ice floor. Many gusset bags had to be sacrificed, and their 
frozen contents transferred to the more resilient plastic bags 
brought up for just such an emergency.

The sampling device being lowered at the end of a rope, 
there was an opportunity to sound the bottom depth by means of 
permanent markings along the length of the rope. We had done the 
same in 1985, and as a result we now have in excess of 180 depth 
soundings, mostly in the central part of Metcalfe Lake. It has 
thus been possible to compile a partial bathymetric chart of the 
lake, a print of which is included in the attached documentation.
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113 samples were collected within the boundaries of 

TB 514322, 514323, 614322 and 814071, but six samples, as it 
turned out, had to be disqualified for this report when, after 

walking out the claim boundaries on the ice, it was found that 
their sites were actually located on other claims for which no 
geochemical assessment credit is available. The number of holes 
drilled to collect these samples is far greater than 113. During 

the last week of March, the temperature dropped to below-normal 
levels, and the collection of wet bottom sediment became a safety 

hazard. The only work still possible on the second cold day was 
the pre-drilling of holes on Lines 20 and 24, but when it was 

finally mild enough to resume the actual sampling work, the holes 

turned out to be frozen to the same thickness as the ice floor 
(which was a remarkably uniform 65 to 70 cm), and attempts to 

reopen them proved to be more difficult and time-consuming than 
the drilling of new holes beside them.

Another complication was that the chaining of grid lines 
(to ensure a regular and standardized station spacing) by a single 

worker is not an easy job; it takes at least three times longer 
than the same work done by two persons. To avoid wasting too much 

of the time that should go into the actual sampling, the last two 

lines were paced rather than chained; this did not lead to great 
discrepancies, as there are a few control points which are easily 

identifiable, and the magnitude of any discrepancy could be deter 
mined without any doubt. Although it was found, for instance, that 

sample 2023 comes from a site which would normally have been label 
led 2024, we have maintained the initial designations such as 2023 

in order to avoid possible confusion and to eliminate the need for 

several sample numbers with decimal points in them.
Another cause of difference between number of holes 

drilled and samples collected is the fact that several holes did 
not yield a soft-sediment sample, with the probe hitting boulders, 
gravel, or hard-packed sand. A glance at the bathymetric chart 
reveals that this was often the case where the bottom slope excee 

ded 4% (1m in 25m) - especially where the water depth is less than 
six metres. Beyond this depth, there is less or no disturbance as 

a result of wind -(i.e. wave action and bo ttom-scour ing currents).
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Thus, it is understandable that the most copious and least water- 

rich samples were collected from submerged plains and from deep 

but gentle slopes, and that the quantity of material after drying 

varies greatly from sample to sample.

So far, 46 of the 107 'qualifying* samples have been 

analyzed; they are all from the four claims to which the Report 

of Work refers. Details of the analysis results are given with 

the Notes and Comments concerning the assay program (WY 1987-1) 

and need not be repeated here.

It is regrettable that time constraints did not permit 

the re-drilling of the sampling holes on Line 24 and parts of 

Line 28: some indication of higher-than-average gold contents 

along certain segments of Line 20 make it appear desirable to 

investigate whether the apparent gold enrichment extends in a 

zone which is supposed to intersect with those two other lines 

in the south basin of Metcalfe Lake.

CONCLUSIONS

The usefulness of lake sediment analyses for gold exploration is 

admittedly limited, and our Metcalfe Lake program is now definitely 

recognized as a gold exploration project: the base-metal poten 

tial is mediocre to low, and the base-metal markets will likely 

remain depressed for the foreseeable future.

Gold concentrations in bottom sediments seldom exceed 

10 parts per billion, and the detection limit of most commercial 

methods, except the most expensive ones, is 5 ppb. The detection 

of trace Au above this threshhold is no proof of the presence of 

this metal in economically interesting amounts in the underlying 

bedrock; on the other hand, if well-defined patterns can be esta 

blished, the matter is well worth following up. Moreover, the 

presence of other elements in anomalous quantities may also give 

some indication of the probability of an interesting occurrence 

of the precious metal.
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